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Series 1: Articles, speeches and related materials

Box 1-1  Finding aid and curriculum vitae
          Sacco – Vanzetti case, correspondence
          Sacco – Vanzetti case, notes
          Morelli materials
          Sacco – Vanzetti research
          Sacco – Vanzetti letters, articles
          Sacco – Vanzetti article
          Speeches
          Cold War
          Corporate power and news
          Advertising
          Notes on miscellaneous topics

Box 1-2  Taxes and economics
          Civil Rights coverage
          Peabody Award and Pulitzer Prize
          “The Shame of the Prisons”
          John Service stories
          Miscellaneous articles, addresses
          Miscellaneous articles

Box 1-3  Assorted articles and papers
          Assorted articles and papers, continued
          Awards and appearances
          Scaife, Richard M.
          McGoff, John
          Project with Harold Buck
          Cables sent to Providence Journal re: 1956 Israeli-Egyptian War
          William (Bill) Porter’s story, submitted for Pulitzer

Box 1-4  “The Strangest School”
          Middle East War notes 1956
          Copenhagen, speech and related research
          Conference at European University of the Environment
          Speeches, writings, etc. 1983
          Speeches, writings, etc. 1984
          Speeches, writings, etc. 1986
          Speeches, writings, etc. 1987
          Speeches, writings, etc. 1991
          Speeches, writings, etc. 1992
Box 1-5  Speeches, writings, etc. 1993
Speeches, writings, etc. 1994
Speeches, writings, etc. 1995
Speeches, writings, etc. 1996
Speeches, etc. 1999-2000
California Magazine article and response
Book reviews and articles

Series 2: Books and related materials

Box 2-1  Media Monopoly, notes and research  Folder 1
Media Monopoly, notes and research  Folder 2
Media Monopoly, notes and research  Folder 3
Media Monopoly, 4th edition, notes
Media Monopoly, 5th edition draft
Media Monopoly, 5th edition revisions  Folder 1
Media Monopoly, 5th edition revisions  Folder 2
Media Monopoly, 5th edition notes and correspondence

Box 2-2  Media Monopoly, 6th edition, notes
Media Monopoly, 6th edition, notes
Notes for Double Vision
Contents, Double Vision
Acknowledgements
Chapter One
Chapter Two
Chapter Three
Chapter Four
Chapter Five
Chapter Six
Chapter Seven
Chapter Eight
Chapter Nine
Chapter Ten
Chapter Eleven
Chapter Twelve
Revised Chapter Twelve
Chapter Thirteen
Chapter Fourteen
Chapter Fifteen
Chapter Sixteen
Reference Notes
Box 2-3  
Double Vision reference notes 1994  
*Double Vision*, notes, letters and promotions  
*Double Vision* manuscript, 1995  
Folder 1  
*Double Vision* manuscript, 1995  
Folder 2  
*Double Vision*, proof with author’s notes  

Box 2-4  
Blurbs for *The Effete Conspiracy*  
The Nine Lives of MsMs, a Modest California Cat  
The Memoir of Lydia Bagdikian, chapters 1-18, editor  
The Memoir of Lydia Bagdikian, chapters 19-35, editor  
In the Midst of Plenty, manuscript  
Folder 1  
In the Midst of Plenty, manuscript  
Folder 2  
In the Midst of Plenty, letters  

Box 2-5  
*Caged* manuscript  
Folder 1  
*Caged* manuscript  
Folder 2  
*Caged* manuscript  
Folder 3  
*Caged* manuscript  
Folder 4  
*Caged* manuscript  
Folder 1  

Box 2-6  
*Caged* manuscript  
Folder 2  
*Caged* manuscript  
Folder 3  
*Caged* manuscript  
Folder 4  
Transcript of hearings re: the eight prisoners in *Caged*  
Folder 1  
Transcript of hearings re: the eight prisoners in *Caged*  
Folder 2  

Box 2-7  
Correspondence from John Alger, Prisoner #37102-133 in *Caged*, to his parents  
1962-1968  

Box 2-8  
Correspondence from John Alger, Prisoner #37102-133 in *Caged*, to his parents  
1969-1974  

Box 2-9  
The Information Machines, proof copy  

**Series 3: Miscellaneous**  

Box 3-1  
Deposition of B. H. Bagdikian in Harold Noel Arrowsmith v. Providence Journal Company  
Rhode Island  
Keeney, Barnaby  
Rand Corporation  
Assorted Memo books  
Sterling Lord Agency, correspondence  
Sterling Lord Agency, correspondence continued  
H correspondence
Box 3-2

I correspondence
Trip to China
Correspondence with CBS
Assorted correspondence 1966-1969
Correspondence with Louttit Laundry Company
Miscellaneous letters and papers

* The parents of John Alger gave the letters to B. H. Bagdikian with their permission for him to use them in his book.
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